COUNCIL POLICY

SUBJECT: CONTRACTING OUT

DATE: July 3, 1979

Policy on Outside Bids

That where practical staff proceed with the works as outlined using municipal forces.

Report of the Administrator - Policy - Outside Bids for Municipal Work

Further to my report to the Public Works Committee regarding policy with respect to outside bids for Municipal work, and comments on Items 1, 2, 4, and 11 of park 2.

Item 1 - Collection of Garbage from Apartments

The possibility does exist that the Municipality could undertake this service. This particular item would have to be researched in some depth as to cost of equipment and availability of personnel.

Item 2 - Construction of Concrete Curbs, Gutters and Sidewalks

This is specialty work and unless the Municipality could keep a gang busy on a year round basis it is not economically feasible for the Municipality to undertake other than small jobs in this field.

Item 4 - Sealcoating of Roads

This is an item which requires specialized equipment and personnel, and under the present conditions should not be undertaken by the Municipality.

Item 11 - Painting of Buildings

This item was intended to cover large painting jobs and usual maintenance, i.e. curbs, roadways, signs, and any small painting jobs required by parks or the yard can be done by Municipal forces.